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Abstract: Phrase‑based statistical machine translation (PB‑SMT) has been the dominant paradigm
in machine translation (MT) research for more than two decades. Deep neural MT models have
been producing state‑of‑the‑art performance across many translation tasks for four to five years. To
put it another way, neural MT (NMT) took the place of PB‑SMT a few years back and currently
represents the state‑of‑the‑art in MT research. Translation to or from under‑resourced languages
has been historically seen as a challenging task. Despite producing state‑of‑the‑art results in many
translation tasks, NMT still poses many problems such as performing poorly for many low‑resource
language pairs mainly because of its learning task’s data‑demanding nature. MT researchers have
been trying to address this problemvia various techniques, e.g., exploiting source‑ and/or target‑side
monolingual data for training, augmenting bilingual training data, and transfer learning. Despite
some success, none of the present‑day benchmarks have entirely overcome the problem of transla‑
tion in low‑resource scenarios for many languages. In this work, we investigate the performance
of PB‑SMT and NMT on two rarely tested under‑resourced language pairs, English‑To‑Tamil and
Hindi‑To‑Tamil, taking a specialised data domain into consideration. This paper demonstrates our
findings and presents results showing the rankings of our MT systems produced via a social media‑
based human evaluation scheme.

Keywords: machine translation; statistical machine translation; neural machine translation; termi‑
nology translation; low‑resource machine translation; byte pair encoding

1. Introduction
In recent years, machine translation (MT) researchers have proposed approaches to

counter the data sparsity problem and to improve the performance of neural MT (NMT)
systems in low‑resource scenarios, e.g., augmenting training data from source and/or tar‑
get monolingual corpora [1,2], unsupervised learning strategies in the absence of labelled
data [3,4], exploiting training data involving other languages [5,6], multi‑task learning [7],
the selection of hyperparameters [8], and pre‑trained language model fine‑tuning [9]. De‑
spite some success, none of the existing benchmarks can be viewed as an overall solu‑
tion as far as MT for low‑resource language pairs is concerned. For examples, the back‑
translation strategy of Sennrich et al. [1] is less effective in low‑resource settings where
it is hard to train a good back‑translation model [10]; unsupervised MT does not work
well for distant languages [11] due to the difficulty of training unsupervised cross‑lingual
word embeddings for such languages [12], and the same is applicable in the case of trans‑
fer learning [13]. Hence, this line of research needs more attention from the MT research
community. In this context, we refer interested readers to some of the papers [14,15] that
compared phrase‑based statistical machine translation (PB‑SMT) and NMT on a variety of
use‑cases. As for low‑resource scenarios, as mentioned above, many studies (e.g., Koehn
and Knowles [16], Östling and Tiedemann [17], Dowling et al. [18]) found that PB‑SMT
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can provide better translations than NMT, and many found the opposite results [8,19,20].
Hence, the findings of this line of MT research have indeed yielded a mixed bag of results,
leaving the way ahead unclear.

To this end, we investigated the performance of PB‑SMT and NMT systems on two
rarely tested under‑resourced language pairs, English‑To‑Tamil and Hindi‑To‑Tamil, tak‑
ing a specialised data domain (software localisation) into account [21]. We also produced
rankings of the MT systems (PB‑SMT, NMT, and a commercial MT system (Google Trans‑
late (GT))) (https://translate.google.com/, (accessed on 5 March 2020) on English‑To‑Tamil
via a social media platform‑based human evaluation scheme and demonstrate our find‑
ings in this low‑resource domain‑specific text translation task [22]. The next section talks
about some of the papers that compared PB‑SMT and NMT on a variety of use‑cases.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss related
work. Section 3 explains the experimental setup including the descriptions of our MT
systems and details of the datasets used. Section 4 presents the results with discussions
and analysis, while Section 5 concludes our work with avenues for future work.

2. Related Work
The advent of NMT in MT research has led researchers to investigate how NMT is

better (or worse) than PB‑SMT. This section presents some of the papers that compared PB‑
SMT and NMT on a variety of use‑cases. Although our primary objective of this work was
to study translations of theMT systems (PB‑SMTandNMT) in under‑resourced conditions,
we provide a brief overview on some of the papers that compared PB‑SMT and NMT in
high‑resource settings as well.

Junczys‑Dowmunt et al. [23] compared PB‑SMT and NMT on a range of translation
pairs and showed that for all translation directions, NMT is either on par with or sur‑
passes PB‑SMT. Bentivogli et al. [14] analysed the output of MT systems in an English‑to‑
German translation task by considering different linguistic categories. Toral and Sánchez‑
Cartagena [24] conducted an evaluation to compare NMT and PB‑SMT outputs across
broader aspects (e.g., fluency, reordering) for nine language directions. Castilho et al. [15]
conducted an extensive qualitative and quantitative comparative evaluation of PB‑SMT
andNMTusing automaticmetrics andprofessional translators. Popović [25] carried out an
extensive comparison betweenNMT and PB‑SMT language‑related issues for theGerman–
English language pair in both translation directions. The works [14,15,24,25] showed that
NMT provides better translation quality than the previous state‑of‑the‑art PB‑SMT. This
trend continued in other studies and use‑cases: translation of literary text [26], MT post‑
editing setups [27], industrial setups [28], translation of patent documents [29,30], less‑
explored language pairs [31,32], highly investigated “easy” translation pairs [33], and the
translation of catalogues of technical tools [34]. An opposite picture is also seen in the case
of the translation of text pertaining to a specific domain; Nunez et al. [35] showed that
PB‑SMT outperforms NMT when translating user‑generated content.

The MT researchers have tested and compared PB‑SMT and NMT in resource‑poor
settings as well. Koehn and Knowles [16], Östling and Tiedemann [17] and
Dowling et al. [18] found that PB‑SMT can provide better translations than NMT in low‑
resource scenarios. In contrast to these findings, however, many studies have demon‑
strated that NMT is better than PB‑SMT in low‑resource situations [8,19]. This work inves‑
tigated translations of a software localisation text with two low‑resource translation pairs,
Hindi‑To‑Tamil and English‑To‑Tamil, taking twoMT paradigms, PB‑SMT andNMT, into
account.

3. Experimental Setups
3.1. The MT Systems

To build our PB‑SMT systems, we used theMoses toolkit [36]. We used a 5‑glanguage
model trainedwithmodifiedKneser–Ney smoothing [37]. Our PB‑SMT log‑linear features
included: (a) 4 translational features (forward and backward phrase and lexical probabil‑

https://translate.google.com/
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ities), (b) 8 lexicalised reordering probabilities (wbe‑mslr‑bidirectional‑fe‑allff ), (c) 5‑g LM‑
probabilities, (d) 5 OSM features [38], and (e) word count and distortion penalties. The
weights of the parameterswere optimizedusing themargin‑infused relaxed algorithm [39]
on the development set. For decoding, the cube‑pruning algorithm [40] was applied, with
a distortion limit of 12.

To build ourNMT systems, we used theOpenNMT toolkit [41]. TheNMT systems are
Transformermodels [42]. The tokens of the training, evaluation, and validation sets were
segmented into sub‑word units using Byte‑Pair Encoding (BPE) [43]. Recently, Sennrich
and Zhang [8] demonstrated that commonly used hyper‑parameter configurations do not
provide the best results in low‑resource settings. Accordingly, we carried out a series of
experiments in order to find the best hyperparameter configurations for Transformer in
our low‑resource settings. In particular, we found that the following configuration led
to the best results in our low‑resource translation settings: (i) BPE vocabulary size: 8000,
(ii) the sizes of the encoder and decoder layers: 4 and 6, respectively, (iii) the learning
rate: 0.0005, (iv) the batch size (token): 4000, and (v) Transformer head size: 4. As for
the remaining hyperparameters, we followed the recommended best setup from Vaswani
et al. [42]. The validation on the development setwas performed using three cost functions:
cross‑entropy, perplexity, and BLEU [44]. The early stopping criteria were based on cross‑
entropy; however, the final NMT system was selected as per the highest BLEU score on
the validation set. The beam size for search was set to 12.

3.2. Choice of Languages
In order to test MT on low‑resource scenarios, we chose English and two Indian lan‑

guages: Hindi and Tamil. English, Hindi, and Tamil are Germanic, Indo‑Aryan, and Dra‑
vidian languages, respectively, so the languages we selected for investigation are from dif‑
ferent language families and morphologically divergent from each other. English is a less
inflected language, whereasHindi andTamil aremorphologically rich and highly inflected
languages. Our first investigation was from a less inflected language to a highly inflected
language (i.e., English‑To‑Tamil), and the second one was between two morphologically
complex and inflected languages (i.e., Hindi‑To‑Tamil). Thus, we compared translation
in PB‑SMT and NMT with two difficult translation pairs involving three morphologically
divergent languages.

3.3. Data Used
This section presents our datasets. For the experiment, we used data from three

different sources: OPUS(http://opus.nlpl.eu/, (accessed on 21 January 2020) (Tanzil v1,
(https://opus.nlpl.eu/Tanzil‑v1.php, (accessed on 21 January 2020)) TED2020v1, (https://op
us.nlpl.eu/TED2020‑v1.php, (accessed on 21 January 2020) OpenSubtitles‑v2018, (https://
opus.nlpl.eu/OpenSubtitles‑v2018.php (accessed on 21 January 2020), and IT(see
below)) [45], WikiMatrix (https://ai.facebook.com/blog/wikimatrix/ (accessed on 21 Jan‑
uary 2020)) [46], and PMIndia(http://data.statmt.org/pmindia (accessed on 21 January
2020)) [47]. As mentioned above, we carried out experiments on two translation pairs,
English‑To‑Tamil and Hindi‑To‑Tamil, and studied the translation of specialised domain
data, i.e., software localisation. The corpus statistics are shown in Table 1. We carried out
experiments using two different setups: (i) in the first setup, the MT systems were built on
a training set compiled from all data domains listed above; we called this setup MIXED;
and (ii) in the second setup, the MT systems were built on a training set compiled only
from different software localisation data from OPUS, viz. GNOME, KDE4, and Ubuntu;
we called this setup IT. The development and test set sentences were randomly drawn
from these localisation corpora. As can be seen from Table 1, the number of training set
sentences of the Hindi‑To‑Tamil task is less than half of that of the training set size of the
English‑To‑Tamil task.

http://opus.nlpl.eu/
https://opus.nlpl.eu/Tanzil-v1.php
https://opus.nlpl.eu/TED2020-v1.php
https://opus.nlpl.eu/TED2020-v1.php
https://opus.nlpl.eu/OpenSubtitles-v2018.php
https://opus.nlpl.eu/OpenSubtitles-v2018.php
https://ai.facebook.com/blog/wikimatrix/
http://data.statmt.org/pmindia
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Table 1. Data statistics.

Hindi‑To‑Tamil
Sentences. Words [Hi] Words [Ta]

Tr
ai
ni
ng

se
ts MIXED 100,047 1,705,034 1,196,008

vocab 104,564 284,921
avg. sent 17 14

IT 48,461 3,54,426 2,76,514
vocab 31,258 67,069
avg. sent 8 7

devset 1500 10,903 7879
testset 1500 9362 6748

English‑To‑Tamil
Sentences Words [En] Words [Ta]

Tr
ai
ni
ng

se
ts MIXED 222,367 5,355,103 4,066,449

vocab 424,701 423,599
avg. sent 25 19

IT 68,352 448,966 407,832
vocab 31,216 77,323
avg. sent 7 6

devset 1500 17,903 13,879
testset 1500 16,020 12,925

In order to remove noise from the datasets, we adopted the following measures. We
observed that the corpora of one language (say, Hindi) contains sentences of other lan‑
guages (e.g., English), so we used a language identifier (cld2: https://github.com/CLD2O
wners/cld2 (accessed on 21 January 2020)) in order to remove such noise. Then, we adopted
a number of standard cleaning routines for removing noisy sentences, e.g., removing sen‑
tence pairs that are too short, too long, or violate certain sentence‑length ratios. In order
to perform tokenisation for English, we used the standard tool in the Moses toolkit. For
tokenising and normalising Hindi and Tamil sentences, we used the Indic NLP library.
(https://github.com/anoopkunchukuttan/indic_nlp_library (accessed on 21 January 2020))
Without a doubt, BPE is seen as the benchmark strategy for reducing data sparsity for
NMT. We built our NMT engines on both word‑ and subword‑level training corpora in
order to test BPE’s effectiveness on low‑resource translation tasks.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Automatic Evaluation

We present the comparative performance of the PB‑SMT and NMT systems in terms
of the widely used automatic evaluation metric BLEU. Additionally, we used a character‑
based n‑gram precision metric chrF [48]. The confidence level (%) of the improvement ob‑
tained by oneMT systemwith respect to anotherMT system is reported. An improvement
in system performance at a confidence level above 95%was assumed to be statistically sig‑
nificant [49]. Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 present the performance of the MT systems on the
MIXED and IT setups, respectively.

4.1.1. The MIXED Setup
We show the BLEU and chrF scores on the test set in Table 2. The first and second

rows of the table represent the English‑To‑Tamil and Hindi‑To‑Tamil translation tasks,
respectively. The PB‑SMT and NMT systems produced relatively low BLEU scores on
the test set given the difficulty of the translation pairs. However, these BLEU scores un‑
derestimated the translation quality, given the relatively free word order in Tamil and
the fact that we had only a single reference translation set for evaluation. When we com‑
pared the chrF scores with the BLEU scores, we saw that the chrF scores were quite high.

https://github.com/CLD2Owners/cld2
https://github.com/CLD2Owners/cld2
https://github.com/anoopkunchukuttan/indic_nlp_library
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Popović [50] pointed out that the character n‑gram F‑score (i.e., chrF) is shown to correlate
very well with human relative rankings of different MT outputs, especially for morpholog‑
ically rich target languages. Therefore, in our case, the disparity in BLEU and chrF scores
is not surprising as Tamil is a morphologically rich and complex language, and we ob‑
served that Tamil translations were penalised heavily by the BLEUmetric (we discuss this
issue in Section 4.3). In this regard, we quote an important observation from [51], which
might be relevant here, “n‑gram‑based metrics such as BLEU significantly underplay the
real benefit to be seen when NMT output is evaluated”.

Table 2. The MIXED setup. PB‑SMT, phrase‑based statistical machine translation; NMT, neural
machine translation.

English‑To‑Tamil Hindi‑To‑Tamil

BLEU chrF BLEU chrF

PB‑SMT 9.56 78.92 5.48 75.70
NMT 4.35 73.90 2.10 69.10

We see from Table 2 that PB‑SMT surpassedNMT by a largemargin in terms of BLEU
and chrF in both the English‑To‑Tamil andHindi‑To‑Tamil translation tasks, andwe found
that the differences in the scores were statistically significant.

4.1.2. The IT Setup
This section presents the results obtained on the IT setup. The BLEU and chrF scores

of theMT systems are reported in Table 3. Whenwe compared the BLEU scores of this table
with those of Table 2, we saw a huge rise in terms of the BLEU scores for PB‑SMT andNMT
as far as English‑To‑Tamil translation is concerned, and the improvements were found to
be statistically significant. As for the Hindi‑To‑Tamil translation, we saw a substantial
deterioration in BLEU (an absolute difference of 1.36 points, a 24.9% relative loss in terms
of BLEU) for PB‑SMT. We found that this loss was statistically significant as well. We also
saw that in this task, the BLEU score of the NMT system was nearly identical to the one in
the MIXED setup (2.12 BLEU points versus 2.10 BLEU points).

Table 3. The IT setup.

English‑To‑Tamil Hindi‑To‑Tamil

BLEU chrF BLEU chrF

PB‑SMT 15.47 83.33 4.12 73.80
NMT 9.14 79.02 2.12 69.10

As far as the English‑To‑Tamil translation and the IT setup are concerned, the PB‑SMT
system outperformed the NMT system statistically significantly, and we saw an improve‑
ment of an absolute of 6.33 points (corresponding to 69.3% relative) in terms of BLEU on
the test set. The same trend was seen in the Hindi‑To‑Tamil translation task as well. The
relative improvements of chrF scores across the different MT systems were comparable to
those found with the BLEU metric.

We had a number of observations from the results of theMIXED and IT setups. As dis‑
cussed in Section 3.3, in the IT task, the MT systems were built exclusively on in‑domain
training data, and in the MIXED setup, the training data were composed of a variety of
domains, i.e., religious, IT, political news. Use of in‑domain data only in training did not
have any positive impact on the Hindi‑To‑Tamil translation, andwe even saw a significant
deterioration in performance on BLEU for PB‑SMT.We conjectured that themorphological
complexity of the languages (Hindi and Tamil) involved in this translation could be one of
the reasons why the NMT and PB‑SMT systems performed so poorly when trained exclu‑
sively on small‑sized specialised domain data. Whenwe compared PB‑SMT andNMT, we
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saw that PB‑SMT was always the leading system in both of the following cases: (i) across
the training data setups (MIXED and IT) and (ii) the translation‑directions (English‑To‑
Tamil and Hindi‑To‑Tamil).

4.2. Data Augmentation
We carried out additional experiments by augmenting the training data from source

and/or target monolingual corpora via forward‑ and back‑translation [1,52,53]. This set of
experiments was carried out for the IT translation task only. The first system was built on
training data consisting of (i) authentic training data and (ii) target‑original synthetic data
(TOSD). The second system was built on training data consisting of (i) authentic training
data, (ii) source‑original synthetic data (SOSD), and (iii) TOSD. The BLEU scores of theMT
systems on the test set are presented in Table 4. As can be seen from Table 4, adding syn‑
thetic data via the forward‑translation strategy hurt theMT system’s performance, and the
back‑translation strategy brought about roughly similar BLEU scores. The Tamil and En‑
glish monolingual sentences were taken from the Indic corpus (https://github.com/AI4Bh
arat/indicnlp_corpus (accessed on 21 January 2020))[54] and the Europarl Parallel Corpus
(https://www.statmt.org/europarl/ (accessed on 21 January 2020)) [55].

Table 4. The IT translation task (NMT systems built on augmented training data). TOSD, target‑
original synthetic data; SOSD, source‑original synthetic data.

English‑To‑Tamil Hindi‑To‑Tamil

BLEU chrF BLEU chrF

NMT Baseline 9.14 79.02 2.12 69.10
NMT Baseline + 1M TOSD 9.11 78.80 2.10 69.10
NMT Baseline + 1M TOSD+ 1MSOSD 8.32 77.02 1.76 68.72

4.3. Reasons for Very Low BLEU Scores
The BLEU scores reported in the sections above were very low. We looked at the

translations of the test set sentences by theMT systems and compared themwith the refer‑
ence translations. We found that despite being good in quality, in many cases, the transla‑
tions were penalised heavily by the BLEU metric as a result of many n‑gram mismatches
with the corresponding reference translations. This happened mainly due to the nature
of target language (Tamil) in question, i.e., Tamil is a free word order language. This was
indeed responsible for the increase in non‑overlapping n‑gram counts. We also found that
translations contained lexical variations of Tamil words of the reference translation, again
resulting in the increase of the non‑overlapping n‑gram counts. We show such translations
from the Hindi‑To‑Tamil task in Table 5.

Table 5. Translations that are good in quality were unfairly penalised by the BLEU metric.

(1) src: छ व आयात करें
hyp: பிம்ப இறக்குமதி ெசய்
ref: பிம்பம் உள்வாங்கு

(2) src: कोई गलती नहीं
hyp: எந்த தவறு இல்ைல
ref: பிைழ இல்ைல

(3) src: information
hyp: தகவல்
ref: அறிமுகம்

(4) src: file
hyp: ேகாப்பு
ref: file

(5) src: authentication is required to change your own user data
hyp: பயனர் தரைவ மாற்ற அனுமதி ேதைவ
ref: உங்களுைடய ெசாந்த பயனர் தரைவ மாற்ற அனுமதி ேதைவ

https://github.com/AI4Bharat/indicnlp_corpus
https://github.com/AI4Bharat/indicnlp_corpus
https://www.statmt.org/europarl/
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4.4. Error Analysis
We conducted a thorough error analysis of the English‑To‑Tamil and Hindi‑To‑Tamil

NMT and PB‑SMT systems built on the in‑domain training data. For this, we randomly
sampled 100 sentences from the respective test sets (English‑To‑Tamil andHindi‑To‑Tamil).
The outcome of this analysis is presented in the following sections.

4.4.1. Terminology Translation
Terminology translation is arguably viewed as one of the most challenging problems

in MT [56–58]. Since this work focuses on studying the translation of data from a spe‑
cialised domain, we looked at this area of translation with a special focus. We first looked
at the translations of OOVterms in order to see how they are translated into the target.
We found that both the NMT systems (English‑To‑Tamil and Hindi‑To‑Tamil) either incor‑
rectly translated the software terms or dropped them during translation. This happened
for almost all the OOV terms. Nonetheless, the NMT systems were able to correctly trans‑
late a handful of OOV terms; this phenomenon was also corroborated by Haque et al. [57]
while investigating the translation of the judicial domain terms.

We show four examples in Table 6. In the first example, we show a source English sen‑
tence and its Tamil translation. We saw from the translation that the NMT system dropped
the source‑side terms “ipod”, “iphone”, and “ipad” in the target translation. The SMT sys‑
tem translated the segment as “most ipod, iphone”. In the second example, we saw that
a part (“Open”) of a multiword term (“Open script”) was correctly translated into Tamil,
and the NMT system omitted its remaining part (“script”) in the translation. As for the
SMT system, the source text was translated as “opened script”. In the third example, we
show another multiword English term (“colour set”) and its Tamil translation (i.e., English
equivalent “set the colour”) by the NMT system, which is wrong. As for the SMT system,
the source text was translated as “set colour”. Here, we saw that both the MT systems
made correct lexical choices for each word of the source term, although the meaning of
the respective translation was different to that of the source term. This can be viewed as
a cross‑lingual disambiguation problem. In the fourth example, we show a single word
source Hindi sentence (“Freecell”), which is a term and the name of a computer game.
The Hindi‑To‑Tamil NMT system incorrectly translated this term into Tamil, and the En‑
glish equivalent of the Tamil translation is in fact “freebugs”. The translation of the fourth
segment by the SMT system was its transliteration.

Table 6. Term omission.

English Support for most ipod / iphone / ipad devices
NMT ெபரும்பாலும் . / சாதனங்களும்ஆதரவு [perumpālum. / cātanankaḷum ātaravu]
SMT ெபரும்பாலான ipod / iphone / [perumpālāna ipod / iphone /]

English Open Script
NMT திற [tira]
SMT திறக்கப்பட்டது தாள் [tirakkappaṭṭatu tāl]̣

English Color Set
NMT வண்ணத்ைத அைமத்திடு [vaṇṇattai amaittiṭu]
SMT வண்ணத்ைத அைம [vaṇṇattai amai]

Hindi फ्र सेल [Freecell]
NMT இலவசகளம் [ilavacakaḷam]
SMT ஃப்ரீெசல் [ilavacakaḷam]

4.4.2. Lexical Selection
We observed that both NMT systems (English‑To‑Tamil and Hindi‑To‑Tamil) often

made the incorrect lexical selection of polysemous words, i.e., the NMT systems often pro‑
duced a target translation of a word that had no connection with the underlying context
of the source sentence in which the word appeared. As an example, we show a Hindi
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sentence and its Tamil translation in Table 7. The ambiguous words हाल (‘haal’) has three
meanings in Hindi (‘condition’, ‘recent’ and ‘hall’) and their Tamil translations were dif‑
ferent as well. The Hindi‑To‑Tamil NMT system chose the Tamil translation for the Hindi
word, हालwhich is incorrect in the context of the source sentence. As for the SMT system, it
translated the source text as “names of games played recently”. It made the correct lexical
selection for the word in question.

Table 7. Incorrect lexical selection in translation.

Hindi हाल में खेले गए खेल के नाम [haal mein khele gae khel ka nam]
NMT விைளயாட்டு ெபயர்கள் நிபந்தைனயின் கீழ் விைளயாடப்படுகின்றன

[Viḷaiyāṭṭu peyarkaḷ nipantanaiyin kīl viḷaiyāṭappaṭukina]

SMT சமீபத்தில் விைளயாடிய விைளயாட்டு ெபயர்கள் [camīpattil viḷaiyāṭiya viḷaiyāṭṭu peyarkal]̣

4.4.3. Wrong Word Order
We observed that theNMT systems occasionally committed reordering errors in trans‑

lation. In Table 8, we showanEnglish source sentence and its Tamil translation by theNMT
system. The English equivalent of the Tamil translation is “This billion people 1.25”. As
we can see, this error made the translation less fluent. The SMT system over‑translated the
English source sentence, i.e., “It has a population of 1.25 billion in one country”.

Table 8. Reordering error in translation.

English It is a country of 1.25 billion people

NMT இது பில்லியன் மக்களுக்கு 1.25 [Itu billion makkaḷukku 1.25]

SMT இது ஒரு நாட்டில் 1.25 பில்லியன் மக்கள் . [itu oru nāṭṭil 1.25 pilliyan makkal]̣

4.4.4. Word Omission
Haque et al. [57] observed that NMT tends to omit more terms in translation than

PB‑SMT. We found that this was true in our case with non‑term entities as well, as we
observed that the NMT systems often omitted words in the translations. As an example,
in Table 9, we show an English sentence, its Tamil translations and the English equiva‑
lents of the Tamil translations. We see from the table that the NMT system translated only
the first word of the English sentence and dropped the remainder of the sentence during
translation, and the SMT system translated the first twowords of the English sentence and
dropped the remainder of the sentence for translation.

Table 9. Word drop in translation.

English Statistics of games played

NMT புள்ளிவிவரம் [puḷḷivivaram]

SMT புள்ளிவிவரம் விைளயாட்டுகளின் [puḷḷivivaram viḷaiyāṭṭukaḷi]

4.4.5. Miscellaneous Errors
We report a few more erroneous translations by the Hindi‑To‑Tamil NMT system in

Table 10. The errors in these translations occurred for a variety of reasons. The transla‑
tions of the source sentences sometimes contained strange words that had no relation to
the meaning of the source sentence. The top two example translations belonged to this cat‑
egory. The translation of the first sentence by the SMT systemwas partially correct. As for
the second example, the SMT system translated it as “report”, which is incorrect as well.
We also saw that the translations occasionally contained repetitions of other translated
words. This repetition of words was seen only for the NMT system. The bottom two trans‑
lation examples of Table 10 belonged to this category. These findings were corroborated
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by some of the studies that pursued this line of research (e.g., Farajian et al. [59]). Unsur‑
prisingly, such erroneous translationswere seenmorewith theHindi‑To‑Tamil translation
direction. As for SMT, the MT system translated the third and fourth sentences incorrectly
and correctly, respectively. In both cases, unlike NMT, the translations did not contain
any repetition of other translated words.

Table 10. Miscellaneous errors in translation.

Hindi खड़ा ऊपर से अंदर [khada oopar se andar]
NMT நில்[Nil]
SMT உள்ேள நிற்கிறது [uḷḷē nirkiratu]

Hindi रपट [rapat]
NMT நாள் [Nāḷ]
SMT ெசய்தி [ ceyti]

Hindi नही [nahee]
NMT இல்ைல இல்ைல இல்ைல இல்ைல [llai illai illai illai illai]
SMT இல்ைல [llai]

Hindi गलत [galat]
NMT தவறு தவறு தவறு தவறு [thavaru thavaru thavaru]
SMT தவறு [thavaru]

We sometimes found the appearance of one or more unexpected words in the trans‑
lation, which completely changed the meaning of the translation, as shown in Table 11.
However, the SMT system correctly translated the first two source sentences shown in
Table 11. In the case of the third sentence, it translated the source sentence as “move to
trash”.

We also observed that the translation‑equivalents of some words were in fact the
transliterations of the words themselves.

Table 11. Spurious Words in the translation.

English move all to trash

NMT அைனத்து ெசய்திகளும் குப்ைபக்கு நகர்த்து [anaittu ceytikaḷum kuppaikku nakarttu]

SMT அைனத்ைதயும் குப்ைபக்கு நகர்த்தவும் [anaittaiyum kuppaikku nakarttavum]

English data

NMT தரவு தகவல் [Taravu takaval]

SMT தகவல்கள் [takavalkal]̣

English waste

NMT குப்ைபயில் இருந்து சீட்ைட நகற்று [kuppaiyil iruntu cīṭṭai nakarru]

SMT குப்ைபயில் நகற்று [kuppaiyil nakarru]

We observed this happening only for the English‑To‑Tamil direction. For example,
the Englishword “pixel” has a specific Tamil translation (i.e.,படத்துணுக்கு [paṭattuṇukku]).
However, the NMT system produced a transliterated form of that word in the target trans‑
lation. In practice, many English words, especially terms or product names, are often
directly used in Tamil text. Accordingly, we found the presence of transliterated forms of
some words in the Tamil text of the training data. This could be the reason why the NMT
systems generated such translations.

4.5. The BPE Segmentation on the Hindi‑To‑Tamil Translation
We saw in Section 4.1 that the BPE‑based segmentation negatively impacted the trans‑

lation between the two morphologically rich and complex languages, i.e., Hindi‑To‑Tamil.
Since this segmentation process did not follow any linguistic rules and could abruptly
segment a word at any character position, this may result in syntactic and morphological
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disagreements between the source–target sentence pair and aligned words, respectively.
We also observed that this may violate the underlying semantic agreement between the
source–target sentence pairs. As an example, we found that the BPE segmentation broke
theHindi wordअपनों [Aapnon] into twomorphemesअप [Aap] and नों [non]; the expected cor‑
rect Tamil translation isேநசித்தவர்கள் [Nesithavargal], and the English equivalent is “ours”.
Here, अप [Aap] is a prefix whose meaning is “you”, which no longer encodes the original
meaning of “ours” and does not correlate with the Tamil translation ேநசித்தவர்கள் [Ne‑
sithavargal].

We show here another similar example, where the Hindi word रंगों [rangon] whose En‑
glish equivalent is “colours” is the translation of the Tamil wordவண்ணங்கள் [vaṇnankal]̣.
However, when the BPE segmenter was applied to the target‑sidewordவண்ணங்கள் [vaṇ‑
nankal]̣, it was split into three sub‑words வ ண்ண ங்கள் [va ṇna nkal]̣, whose English
equivalent is “do not forget”, which has no relation toவண்ணங்கள் [vaṇnankal]̣ (English
equivalent: “colours”).

Unlike European languages, the Indian languages are usually fully phonetic with
compulsory encoding of vowels. In our case, Hindi and Tamil differ greatly in terms of
orthographic properties (e.g., different phonology, no schwa deletion in Tamil). The gram‑
matical structures of Hindi and Tamil are different as well, and they are morphologically
divergent and from different language families. We saw that the BPE‑based segmentation
could completely change the underlying semantic agreements of the source and target
sentences, which, in turn, may provide the learner with the wrong (reasoning) knowledge
about the sentence pairs. This could be one of the reasons why the BPE‑based NMTmodel
was found to be underperforming in this translation task. This finding was corroborated
by Banerjee and Bhattacharyya [60], who in their work found that the Morfessor‑based
segmentation could yield better translation quality than the BPE‑based segmentation for
linguistically distant language pairs, and the other way round for close language pairs.

4.6. The MT System Ranking
4.6.1. Evaluation Plan

We further assessed the quality of our MT systems (the English‑To‑Tamil PB‑SMT
and NMT systems) via a manual evaluation scheme. For this, we selected our PB‑SMT
and NMT systems from the MIXED and IT setups. Additionally, we considered GT in
this ranking task in order to compare it with PB‑SMT and NMT. We randomly sampled a
set of 100 source sentences from the test set (cf. Table 1) and their translations by the MT
systems including GT. In order to conduct this evaluation, we developed a web page that
was made available online and accessible to the evaluators who ranked the MT systems
according to their translation quality.

We placed the sentences of the test set into three sets based on the sentence length
measure (source‑side), i.e., number of words (nw) ≤ 3, 3 < nw ≤ 9, and nw > 9. We called
these sets sentence‑length sets. We recall Table 1 where the average sentence length of the
English IT corpus is seven. Thiswas the justification for our choice of sentence length range.
We sampled 100 sentences from the test set in such a way that the sentences were equally
distributed over the sentence‑length sets. Thus, the first, second and third sentence‑length
sets contained 34, 33, and 33 sentences, respectively. The web page displayed 10 sentences
together with the translations by the MT systems, which were taken from the sentence‑
length sets, with a minimum of three sentences from each set. The evaluators, who were
native speakers of Tamil with good knowledge of English, were instructed to rank the MT
systems as per the quality of the translations from best to worst. It was also possible that
the evaluators could provide the same rank to more than one translation.

We disseminated the MT system ranking task via a variety of popular social media
platforms, e.g., LinkedIn (https://www.linkedin.com/ (accessed on 15 March 2020) and
Facebook. (https://www.facebook.com/ (accessed on 15 March 2020)). If we were to ask
the evaluators to rank a large number of sentences, it would be quite likely that theywould
not participate in the task. Even if some people might like to participate in the task, they

https://www.linkedin.com/
https://www.facebook.com/
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may lose interest in the middle and quit. Therefore, we displayed translations in batches
(i.e., 10 source sentences and their translations) on our web page at any one time. We did
not consider any partial submissions. We observed that a total of 38 and 60 evaluators par‑
ticipated in the task for theMIXED and IT setups, respectively. The submissionswere then
analysed to produce the final rankings of the MT systems. In order to measure agreement
in judgement, we used Fleiss’s Kappa (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fleiss%27_kappa (ac‑
cessed on 15 March 2020)). The next section presents the ranking results.

4.6.2. Ranking Results
We adopted the idea of bilingual group pairwise judgements as in Papineni et al. [44]

in order to rank the MT systems. We took the pairwise scores of three MT systems and
linearly normalised them across the three systems. We show our ranking results for the
MIXED setup in the left half of Table 12. We see from the table that NMT was found to be
the winner for first sentence‑length set (nw ≤ 3) followed by GT and PB‑SMT. As for the
other sentence‑length‑based sets, GT became the winner followed by PB‑SMT and NMT.
The same trendwas observedwhen the systemswere ranked ignoring the sentence‑length
measure. We recall Table 2 where we presented the BLEU scores of our English‑To‑Tamil
MT systems (PB‑SMT: 9.56 BLEU points and NMT: 4.35 BLEU points). Additionally, we
evaluated GT on our test set in order to compare it with PB‑SMT and NMT in this setting
and found that the GTMT systemproduced a 4.37 BLEUpoints on the test set. We saw that
PB‑SMTwas to the best choice, andGT andNMTwere comparable if theMT systemswere
ranked according to the automatic evaluation scores. Therefore, the automatic evaluation
results contradicted the human ranking results above.

Using the submissions from the ranking task, we also obtained the distributions of the
translations by the PB‑SMT, NMT, and GT MT systems over the three ranking positions,
which are shown in the upper graph of Figure 1. We see here that the majority of the
translations that the evaluators tagged as “best” (cf. “first” in the upper graph of Figure 1)
were from GT followed by NMT and PB‑SMT. In case of the “worst” position (cf. “third”
in the upper graph of Figure 1), we saw that the majority of the translations were from
the NMT systems followed by the PB‑SMT and GT MT systems. When we looked at the
second position, we saw that PB‑SMTwas the winner, andNMT and GTwere nearly neck‑
and‑neck.

Table 12. Ranks of the MT systems.

MIXED Setup IT Setup

N
M
T

PB G
T

N
M
T

PB G
T

set1(nw ≤ 3) 1st 3rd 2nd 1st 2nd 3rd
set2 (3 < nw ≤ 9) 3rd 2nd 1st 2nd 1st 3rd
set3 (nw > 9) 3rd 2nd 1st 2nd 1st 3rd

test set 3rd 2nd 1st 2nd 1st 3rd

The ranking results for the IT setup are presented in the right half of Table 12. This
time, we saw that NMT was the winner for first the sentence‑length set (nw ≤ 3) followed
by PB‑SMT and GT. As for the other sentence‑length‑based sets and whole test set (100
sentences), PB‑SMT became the winner followed by NMT and GT. The distributions of the
translations by the MT systems over the three ranking positions are shown in the lower
graph of Figure 1. We saw that the majority of the translations that were tagged as “bes”
were from PB‑SMT followed by NMT and GT. In the case of the “worst” position, we saw
that themajority of the translationswere from theGT system followed by theNMT and PB‑
SMT systems. When we looked at the second position, we saw that NMT was the winner
and that PB‑SMT was not far behind, and the same was true for PB‑SMT and GT.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fleiss%27_kappa
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Figure 1. Distributions of translations over three positions (MIXED (top) and IT (bottom) setups).
GT, Google Translate. nw, word count.

As for the first set of sentences (i.e., short sentences (nw ≤ 3)), we observed that the
translations by the NMT systems were found to be more meaningful compared to those
by the other MT systems. This was true for both theMIXED and IT setups. As an example,
the English sentence “Nothing” was translated asஎதுவும்இல்ைல (“nothing”)in Tamil by
the NMT system, which, however, was translated as எதுவும் (“anything”)in Tamil by the
PB‑SMT system.

On completion of our ranking process, we computed the inter‑annotator agreements
using Fleiss’s Kappa for the three ranking positions first, second, and third, which were
74.1, 58.4, and 67.3, respectively, for theMIXED setup and 75.3, 55.4, and 70.1, respectively,
for the IT setup. A Kappa coefficient between 0.6 and 0.8 represents substantial agreement.
In this sense, there was substantial agreement among the evaluators when they selected
positions for the MT systems.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we investigatedNMT and PB‑SMT in resource‑poor scenarios, choosing

a specialised data domain (software localisation) for translation and two rarely testedmor‑
phologically divergent language pairs, Hindi‑To‑Tamil and English‑To‑Tamil. We studied
translations on two setups, i.e., training data compiled from (i) a freely available variety
of data domains (e.g., political news, Wikipedia) and (ii) exclusively software localisation
data domains. In addition to an automatic evaluation, we carried out a manual error anal‑
ysis on the translations produced by our MT systems. In addition to an automatic evalu‑
ation, we randomly selected one hundred sentences from the test set and ranked our MT
systems via a social media platform‑based human evaluation scheme. We also considered
a commercial MT system, Google Translate, in this ranking task.

Use of in‑domain data only at training had a positive impact on translation from a
less inflected language to a highly inflected language, i.e., English‑To‑Tamil. However,
it did not impact the Hindi‑To‑Tamil translation. We conjectured that the morphological
complexity of the source and target languages (Hindi and Tamil) involved in translation
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could be one of the reasons why the MT systems performed reasonably poorly even when
they were exclusively trained on specialised domain data.

We looked at the translations produced by our MT systems and found that in many
cases, the BLEU scores underestimated the translation quality mainly due to the relatively
free word order in Tamil. In this context, Shterionov et al. [61] computed the degree of
underestimation in the quality of three most widely used automatic MT evaluation met‑
rics: BLEU, METEOR [62], and TER [63], showing that for NMT, this may be up to 50%.
Way [64] reminded the MT community how important subjective evaluation is in MT, and
there is no easy replacement of that in MT evaluation. We refer the interested readers to
Way [51] who also drew attention to this phenomenon.

Our error analysis on the translations by the English‑To‑Tamil and Hindi‑To‑Tamil
MT systems revealed many positive and negative sides of the two paradigms: PB‑SMT
andNMT: (i) NMTmademanymistakes when translating domain terms and failed poorly
when translating OOV terms; (ii) NMT often made incorrect lexical selections for poly‑
semous words and omitted words and domain terms in translation, while occasionally
committing reordering errors; and (iii) translations produced by the NMT systems occa‑
sionally contained repetitions of other translated words, strange translations, and one or
more unexpected words that had no connection with the source sentence. We observed
that whenever theNMT system encountered a source sentence containing OOVs, it tended
to produce one or more unexpected words or repetitions of other translated words. As for
SMT, unlike NMT, the MT systems usually did not make such mistakes, i.e., repetitions,
strange, spurious, or unexpected words in translation.

We observed that the BPE‑based segmentation could completely change the underly‑
ing semantic agreements of the source and target sentences of the languages with greater
morphological complexity. This could be one of the reasonswhy theHindi‑To‑Tamil NMT
system’s translation quality was poor when the system was trained on the sub‑word‑level
training data in comparison to the one that was trained on the word‑level training data.

From our human ranking task, we found that sentence‑length could be a crucial factor
for the performance of theNMT systems in low‑resource scenarios, i.e., NMT turned out to
be the best performing for very short sentences (number ofwords≤ 3). This finding indeed
did not correlate with the findings of our automatic evaluation process, where PB‑SMT
was found to be the best performing, while GT and NMT were comparable. This finding
could be of interest to translation service providers who use MT in their production for
low‑resource languages and may exploit the MTmodels based on the length of the source
sentences to be translated.

GT became the winner followed by PB‑SMT and NMT for the sentences of other
lengths (number of words > 3) in the MIXED setup, and PB‑SMT became the winner fol‑
lowed by NMT and GT for the sentences of other lengths (number of words > 3) in the IT
setup. Overall, the human evaluators ranked GT as the first choice, PB‑SMT as the second
choice, and NMT as the third choice of the MT systems in the MIXED setup. As for the
IT setup, PB‑SMT was the first choice, NMT the second choice, and GT the third choice of
the MT systems. Although a manual evaluation process is an expensive task, in the future,
we want to conduct a ranking evaluation process with fiveMT systems, i.e., with the NMT
and PB‑SMT systems from MIXED and IT setups and GT.

We believe that the findings of this work provide significant contributions to this line
of MT research. In the future, we intend to consider more languages from different lan‑
guage families. We also plan to judge errors in translations using the multidimensional
quality metrics error annotation framework [65], which is a widely used standard transla‑
tion quality assessment toolkit in the translation industry and inMT research. TheMT eval‑
uation metrics such as chrF, which operates at the character level, and COMET[66], which
achieved new state‑of‑the‑art performance on the WMT2019 Metrics Shared Task [67], ob‑
tained high levels of correlation with human judgements. We intend to consider these
metrics (chrF and COMET) in our future investigation. As in Exel et al. [58], who exam‑
ined terminology translation in NMT in an industrial setup while using the terminology
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integration approaches presented in Dinu et al. [56], we intend to investigate terminology
translation inNMTusing theMTmodels of Dinu et al. [56] on English‑To‑Tamil andHindi‑
To‑Tamil. In the future, we aim to carry out experiments with different configurations for
BPE and NMT architectures including an ablation study to better understand the effects
of various components and settings. We also would like to carry out experiments to see if
our PB‑SMT system can be improved with using monolingual training data. We aim to in‑
vestigate the possibility of building BPE‑based SMTmodels andword‑basedNMTmodels
as well. Thus, we can compare word‑based NMT with BPE‑based NMT. Since BPE model
training depends on the training data, in the future, we aim to see how effective it would
be if we train the BPE models on additional monolingual data. As for building the NMT
systems, we plan to perform two‑stage training process where we will first train a model
on the MIXED data and then “fine‑tune” it on the IT data.
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